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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

REFUGE SIEGE ARCHERY SET
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

*****************************************************************
PLEASE READ BEFORE PURCHASE:
Permissions for this product are: COPY-MOD-NO TRANSFER.
You must have rez-build privs for fired arrows to rez.
Arrow Quiver, Sheathed Bow, and Carried Bow are COPY-MOD-NO TRANSER.
All Scripts, and 10 Bullet Arrows are COPY-NO MOD-NO TRANSFER.
This set is NOT scripted for compatibility with any SL combat system.
*****************************************************************
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
SIEGE ARCHERY SET PACKAGING:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

One (1) Siege Bow Sheathed [ Attaches to Left Pec ] COPY-MOD-NO TRANSFER
One (1) Siege Arrow Quiver [ Attaches to Right Pec ]       COPY-MOD-NO TRANSFER
One (1) Siege Bow Carried [ Attaches to Left Hand ]      COPY-MOD-NO TRANSFER

The Sheathed Bow is purely decorative, going invis-vis on CARRY and SHEATH commands.
The Arrow Quiver and Carried Bow must BOTH be worn for the system to operate properly.

NOTE: All scripts are COPY-NO MOD-NO TRANSFER

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
KEY FEATURES:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

10 SFX Color-Changing Arrows
1 Precision Flat Trajectory
9 Selectable Arced Trajectories
8 Selectable Velocity Settings
Optional SL Wind Deflection

5-Stage Bow Animation:
Carry-Arm-Aim-Draw-Fire

5 Custom Poses:
Carry-Arm-Aim-Draw-Fire

4 Customizable, Bow
Attachment Fittings:
Carry-Arm-Aim/Draw-Fire

15+ Custom Sound SFX Pack,
covering all phases of play,
from the creaking bow on draw,
to the twang of rawhide on release.
Arrows whoosh in flight, and thunk on impact.
Crackling flames, sizzling fuses, raging
fireball infernos, and monster explosions.
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
DETAILED COMMENTARY:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Congratulations on considering the purchase of one of the most realistic and precision-sighted archery 
systems in SL!

Literally, hundreds of hours went into the progressive refinement of both its functional and decorative 
features.

The Refuge Siege Bow is a hefty, rugged, no-nonsense, assault weapon, designed to wreak havoc on the 
enemy in any number of forms.  Hand-hewn in the depths of a Medieval Virgin Forest from the finest  Black 
Cherry Wood stock.  The beautifully-detailed Siege Arrows are of Cedar Wood, one of the premier arrow 
woods.  The arrow set also includes precision-machined, proprietary, techno-lite Stainless Hybrid Metal 
Arrows, for both precision competition and launching explosive grenades into the screaming hoards.

Arrow trajectory is a function of velocity upon release (bow draw pressure), mass of arrow, and elevation.  
The Refuge Siege Archery System allows you to mix and match many combinations of arrow velocity (8 
Velocity Settings) and degrees of arc (9 Arc Settings), as well as optionally elect to experience the 
uncontrollable force of mother nature, exerting random lateral deflection on arrows in flight as dictated by 
existing SL Winds.   The combination of these factors and features make for some incredibly realistic 
shooting experiences.

Arrow Point of Impact, when FLAT Trajectory is set, is calibrated to align with the Mouse Crosshair Position 
to a precision of three decimal places (0.000).

For a wonderful and comprehensive presentation of Bow Woods check out this addy:
http://paleoplanet69529.yuku.com/topic/6213

For any and all info on the rules an regs of International and Olympic Archery competition check out the 
definitive source,
the website of the International Archery Federation (FITA) at:
http://www.archery.org/
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
BASIC OPERATION:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

00  Turn all AOs OFF.
01  Right-Click-Wear the Arrow Quiver.
02  Right-Click-Wear the Carried Bow. 
03  Right-Click-Wear the Sheathed Bow.
04  Touch Sheathed Bow to switch to CARRIED state.
05  Touch Carried Bow to enter ARMED state.
06  Main Menu is automatically displayed.
07  Select  Arrow Type.
08  Armed Arrow in Carried Bow changes to match Arrow TYPE and Arrow COLOR.
09  Optionally click TWICE CONSECUTIVELY on selected Arrow Type Button to bring up that arrow's 
Velocity-Arc-Wind Submenu.
10  Optionally change VELOCITY, degree of ARC, and WIND on-off [ Setting WIND ON requires a +ARC 
Setting first ].
11  Touch Carried Bow again to enter AIM state.
12  Enter Mouselook.  Aim.  Left-Mouseclick to FIRE. 
13  Touch LOWER RED RING of Carried Bow to DISARM.
14  Touch GOLD BOW TIPS to SHEATH Bow.  Bow can be SHEATHED at anytime, regardless of animation 
state.
15  The entire sequence above can also be executed by clicking the MAIN MENU buttons. 
16  Alternately TYPE: /3 sheath-carry, arm-disarm, aim-fire.
17  Touch UPPER RED RING of Carried Bow anytime to bring up the MAIN MENU, or TYPE: /3 menu.

Basic Commands and Action TOUCH Points are posted in the chat log on initial WEAR of the CARRIED Bow.
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
ARROW TYPES:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

There are 10 Color-Changing, NO-PUSH, Arrow Types:

Cedar TARGET Arrow:
Default ground target arrow.  Sticks on impact.  Auto-Sets as DEFAULT Arrow Type on DETACH-WEAR of 
Carried Bow.

Cedar SKY Arrow:
High Velocity (100 m/s) Rapid-Fire arrow.  Bypasses AIM-DRAW animations for consecutive, instantaneous 
firing. Use for shooting at objects in the sky, e.g., skeet, clay pidgeon and balloon shooting.  Poofs on 
impact to keep skies clear of garbage.  Use also as the ground arrow equivalent of conventional bullets.

Stainless COLOR Arrow:
Beautifully shows arrow color changes.  Sticks on impact.  Good for competitive matches to identify arrow 
owners.

Stainless EXPLODING Arrow:
Launches a sizzling SFX fused grenade.  Poofs on impact with huge color-matching blast effects.

Cedar FLAMING Arrow:
Default flaming arrow.  Crackling fire SFX.  Sticks on impact.  Five additional flaming arrow types with 
grand SFX.

CLICK TWICE CONSECUTIVELY on the Main Menu FLAMING Arrow Button, to bring up 5 additional 
FLAMING Arrow Types:

Cedar FIREBALL1 Arrow:
Flaming arrow tosses a small fireball to some random place on the ground in front of the target.

Cedar FIREBALL2 Arrow:
Flaming arrow tosses a medium fireball to some random place on the ground in front of the target.

Cedar FIREBALL3 Arrow:
Flaming arrow tosses a large fireball to some random place on the ground in front of the target.

Cedar LEAVES1 Arrow:
Flaming arrow tosses 4 multi-colored, flaming sculptie leaves to some random place on the ground in front of 
the target.

Cedar LEAVES2 Arrow:
Flaming arrow tosses flaming sculptie leaves and 3 fireballs to some random place on the ground in front of 
the target.

There are FOUR Levels of Security scripted into the arrows to prevent leaving any offensive garbage 
around:

01  All arrows are set TEMPORARY, which means they will die within 1 minute after rez, regardless of 
conditions.
02  TARGET, STAINLESS, and FLAMING arrows have timed auto-die functions (50 seconds) upon any 
collision with SL terrain, another object or av.
03  All arrows die upon reaching edge of world.
04  Whenever the Bow is SHEATHED, both llShout and llRegionSay commands kill any strays caught in sim or 
parcel boundaries.
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
ARROW COLORS:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

TYPE: /3 color <colorname> to change arrow colors.

This is the ONLY way you can change arrow colors.
If an invalid colorname is used, the script reports:
"No color match for "<color-name-typed>" "

TYPE: /3 color on-off, or
Click on Main Menu COLOR Button to toggle current color on-off.

Arrow Color Change is reflected in the Armed Arrow of the Carried Bow, and
also in the Silver Dragon Emblem on the back of the Arrow Quiver.

The current color assignment is always saved to the description field of a child prim,
so it persists across all DETACH-WEAR-COPY operations, until you elect to overwrite
it with a new color.  This way you can pick your own default color and have it right
there, ready an waiting, whenever you choose to use it.

The 30 color names with their LSL vector values are listed below:

black <0,0,0>
white <1,1,1>
gray <0.5,0.5,0.5>
light gray <0.75,0.75,0.75>
        
red <1,0,0>
dark red <0.5,0,0>
pink <1,0,0.5>
candy pink <1,0.5,1>
hot pink <0.98,0.02,0.77>
dark pink <0.5,0,0.25>
        
yellow <1,1,0>
light yellow <1,1,0.5>
dark yellow <0.5,0.5,0>
orange <1,0.5,0>;
brown <0.5,0.25,0>
        
green <0,1,0>
light green <0,1,0.5>
dark green <0,0.5,0>
        
cyan <0,1,1>;
turquoise <0.25,0.88,0.82>
light turquoise <0.5,1,1>
dark turquoise <0,0.5,0.5>
               
blue <0,0,1>
sky blue <0,0.5,1>
dark blue <0,0,0.5>
        
violet <1,0,1>
dark violet <0.5,0,0.5>
blue violet <0.54,0.17,0.89>      
purple <0.5,0,1>
light purple <0.69,0.38,1>
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CUSTOMIZING CARRIED BOW ATTACHMENT POSITIONS:
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Both the position and the rotation of the Carried Bow Attachment CHANGE with EACH animation stage:  
CARRY-ARM-AIM-FIRE.

DEFAULT positions for each are hard-coded into the script.  Clicking the POS Menu RESTORE Button, or 
TYPING: /3 restore, resets ALL of them back to factory specs.

The system, however, does permit CUSTOM settings to be assigned and saved for each of these animation 
stages.  But please keep in mind that any custom adjustments have to contend with the fact that the 
ANIMATION POSES themselves DO NOT change.  All of the animations were designed to fit the "average", 
"normal" size av, whatever that means in the world of SL.  So if you have a small, or oversize av, with 
varying arm lengths, there is nothing in the world you can do to get a good Bow Position Fit.  The most you 
can hope for is to make minor tweek adjustments that compromise in delivering the best look possible under 
the circumstances.  It is simply too daunting a prospect to even think about creating unique av animation sets 
to accomodate these differences.

CREDITS:

The attachment positioning code is based almost entirely on SnowiDragon Snowdrop's code for READING
the exact position coords (POS and ROT) of a WORN attachment, and then RESTORING those exact 
position coords to a NEW WORN attachment.

OPERATION:

01  Turn all AOs OFF.
02 Touch the Carried Bow or use the Main Menu Buttons to set the av to the POSE you want to adjust: 
CARRY-ARM-AIM-FIRE.
03  Bring up the POS menu by TYPING: /3 posmenu, or clicking the menu POS Button.
04  Move and Rotate the Carried Bow Attachment until you get something you like. 
05  Click the POS Menu Button that corresponds to the animation position you have adjusted:  CARRY-ARM-
AIM-FIRE.
06  You're done!  New, CUSTOM, position coords are permanently SAVED for that animation position.
07  A note of CAUTION.  Clicking ANY animation POS Button at ANY TIME, IMMEDIATELY OVERWRITES 
any previous setting you may have saved for that pose.
08  Clicking the POS Menu RESTORE Button, immediately overwrites ALL CUSTOM SETTING SLOTS back 
to factory default settings.
09  The CUSTOM poses you save are hard-coded into the description fields of the 4 gold grip-ring prims of 
the Carried Bow, which means these settings persist across all DETACH-WEAR-COPY operations, until you 
elect to overwrite them again with the POS Menu.
       
CUSTOM FIT WORKAROUND:

There is a workaround option you can elect to take if you are still not satisfied with custom POSE fits.  
Easily 90% of any position fit issues relate to ARM LENGTH with the archery animations, and nothing else.  
So, if you choose, you can create an ALTERNATE BODY SHAPE you use only when you're in "archery mode", 
which simply alters arm length.  The exact body shape settings used to create the Siege Archery animations 
are provided here to you now, so you can match your archery body shape to the identical settings used when 
the animations were designed:

SHAPE > TORSO > ARM LENGTH = 65 Arm Length is the most critical of the three settings
SHAPE > TORSO > HAND SIZE = 13 Hand Size is of minor consequence since almost all archery 

animations use a closed fist.            
SHAPE > BODY > HEIGHT = 25 Arm Length increases or decreases in proportion to

the height setting.
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
NOTES, TIPS AND CAVEATS:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Combat Systems:
++++++++++++++

The Refuge Siege Archery System is NOT designed or scripted for ANY compatibility with SL Combat 
Systems.  All Arrow Styles are NO-PUSH.

Sleeping Physics Engine:
+++++++++++++++++++

To keep loads on the server at a minimum, SL's physics engine automatically de-activates, goes to sleep, 
when no collide events or presence of phys objects is detected.  This is the reason first arrow-bullet 
impacts on targets can go spazzee.  Arrows bouncing off target, or sticking at weird angles, or color-
changing arrows not color-changed.  The physics engine is sleeping.  First fire of a phys arrow wakes it up 
so it can do its thang, manage phys objects.  Point of Impact, however, is always accurately reported 
regardless of the spaz look of the arrow, if a Refuge Siege Target is being used.  Momentary lag waves, our 
constant shadow companion in SL, can also cause arrows to spaz on impact, fly off into the void, bounce 
back off the target, or shoot straight through the target surface.  Isn't livin and workin in SL jus loads ah 
fun?!

VEL-ARC-WIND Reflections:
++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

The Refuge Siege Archery System permits custom velocities to be assigned to each of the 10 Arrow Types, 
ranging from 30 meters/second to 100 meters/second.  These values can be changed "on the fly" from the 
button menu.  This feature is extremely useful for adjusting arrow target penetration.  Sim lag conditions 
which, as we know, can change moment to moment, can alter the position of arrows on impact.  Arrows which 
stick nicely into the target surface one moment, can end up penetrating the target to its fletchings the 
next.  Changing velocities, based upon distance from target and sim lag conditions, permits fine-tuning of 
arrow target positions on impact.

Arrow trajectory is a function of velocity upon release ("bow draw pressure"), mass of arrow, and elevation.  
The amount of DEFLECTION for an arrow in flight is dependent upon DISTANCE from target, its 
VELOCITY, its ELEVATION and its MASS weight when fired.  The Refuge Siege Archery System simulates 
change in arrow MASS weight by countering the downward force of gravity with varying upward Z forces 
applied to the arrow in flight.

When arrows are set to precision FLAT trajectory mode, a perfectly equal upward force of 9.8 is applied to 
counteract the 9.8 downward force of gravity, in effect, making the arrow perfectly weightless in flight, 
giving it a perfectly flat-path trajectory from bow to target.  Changing the +ARC settings applies less and 
less upward Z force to counteract the downward force of gravity, and so the arrow falls or arcs on its way 
to the target.  The Refuge Siege Archery System uses the ZERO-LAG, one-time call, llSetForce function 
for ARC simulation.  Conventionally, the lag-ridden llSetBuoyancy function is used which requires the server 
to continuously process the arrow's physics frame by frame, until it impacts the target.

Random Lateral WIND Deflections can be added to the mix and the challenge by clicking the WIND button.  
Again, the Refuge Siege Archery System permits separate WIND ON-OFF assignments to each of the 10 
Arrow Types.  This wind deflection reflects actual SL wind conditions at moment of rez-fire.  But please 
note that SL wind conditions vary randomly all over the place across the entire surface of a sim.  Winds 
from adjacent sims affect winds in the sim you are in, and can be different just 10 meters away from what 
they are where you are standing.  So trying to use wind flags or windsocks to determine wind conditions is 
more a decorative than functionally-accurate technique.  Just enjoy the challenge of firing arrows influenced 
by SL winds more for its drama, than for anything else.

One good technique for determining what WIND ON does to the arrows in flight is to center your mouse 
crosshairs on a FIXED target point, and every second or so fire a new arrow.  Do this 20 to 30 times in 
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succession, and you can watch points of impact march first one way, then reverse themselves and march 
back across the other way.  The lateral left-right marching is somewhat rhythmical and cyclical.

Custom settings of VELOCITY, ARC and WIND all revert to DEFAULT settings on DETACH-WEAR of 
Carried Bow.

Mouselook Reflections:
++++++++++++++++++ 

For competitive shooting of any serious nature, you simply have to rely on the honesty of competitors to 
keep Mouselook zoom OFF ( CTRL+9 while in Mouselook ).  Otherwise, shooters can cam in directly to the 
bullseye and fire away, flawlessly hitting the bullseye every time.

CTRL+0 while in Mouselook, zooms Mouselook IN by step increments with each key-combo action.
CTRL+9 while in Mouselook, snaps zoom OFF and resets Mouselook full out to its default, max wide, full-
scene-in-perspective view.

If after leaving Mouselook, the cam seems to have locked in very tightly on your av, re-enter Mouselook and 
hit CTRL+9 to snap the cam out of zoom mode.  On leaving Mouselook, the cam will again be positioned 
normally.

Third Person Shooter View:
++++++++++++++++++++++

If you are like me, you can get claustrophobic having your peripheral vision limited to the typical Mouselook 
view.  Additionally, you never get the opportunity to see your own av in action during firing.   There is a 
technique which permits you to view yourself while firing.  It doesn't permit the Mouselook aim-fire 
function, but does let you observe yourself firing at and hitting the target.

01  Sequence archery animations to AIM stage by touching bow, or using Main Menu buttons. 
02  Move your mouse cursor to point directly at the target impact point you want to hit.
03  Press and HOLD DOWN the ALT key.  Cursor changes to a + sign.
04  Press and HOLD DOWN the LEFT mouse button to lock the camera on the desired target point.
05  While holding both ALT key and LEFT mouse button DOWN, rotate your cam to a desired POV which 
includes both you and the target impact point.
06  As long as you CONTINUE to hold LEFT mouse button DOWN, you can alternate between ALT-CTRL-
SHIFT keys to position scene. 
07  When you have the right scene, RELEASE keys and mouse button.
08  TOUCH Bow consecutively anywhere to FIRE, or use Main Menu FIRE button for the same effect.
09  WHAAAMMM! You're watching yourself fire at and hit the target point.
10  Refreshing visual drama, but of little practical value.  =)

Cautionary Note:  The Refuge Siege Archery System was purposely designed to permit you to fire arrows 
while OUTSIDE of Mouselook.  For precision sighting while IN Mouselook, the rez point of arrows is set 
precisely to the center of the Mouselook Crosshairs which, in actuality, is the CENTER of the CURRENT 
CAM POSITION, sitting directly in front of your face, pointed at the target.  So, bottom line, arrows 
always fire at the position where the CAM is LOOKING.  When in Mouselook, the illusion is just great.  
Arrows emanate directly from the shooters position, and you can watch them fly off to the target.

Outside of Mouselook, however, this feature takes on a totally different perspective.  If you elect to fire 
an arrow while OUTSIDE of Mouselook, KNOW that fired arrows will hit WHATEVER your cam is focused on 
at the time.  This means if you are looking at yourself, and fire an arrow, you will succeed in shooting 
yourself right in the proverbial foot!  Exercise discretion in the use of this feature.  It means if you are 
looking at others, firing an arrow will strike them.  This feature is important to understand because it 
explains why arrows seem to fire off in weird directions outside of Mouselook.  This is perfectly NORMAL 
behavior.  The arrows are designed to fire at whatever the cam is looking at.  =)
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Customizing-Editing-Modding:
++++++++++++++++++++++++

All scripts are NO-MOD, but prims CAN be modded.  Exercise standard precautions when editing.  Changing 
the ROOT prim of an attachment will BREAK it.  If you elect to ADD or DELETE, or LINK or UNLINK prims 
while an attachment is rezzed to ground, prim LINKSET NUMBERS will be shuffled and reassigned.  This 
reassignment will BREAK the SAVE-RESTORE POS functions of the Carried Bow.  CARRY-ARM-AIM-FIRE 
positions are stored in the description fields of the 4 gold bow-grip rings, by linkset numbers 77-75-69-74, 
respectively.

Final Cautionary Note:  If you rez the Carried Bow Attachment to ground, MAKE CERTAIN you have the 
BUILD (Right-Click-Edit) Popup Menu ALREADY OPEN.  This assures the bow is automatically in a SELECTED 
state upon rez.  The Carried Bow is scripted to auto-position itself in CARRY pose on REZ-WEAR.  If it is 
rezzed to ground, unattached to your av, the auto-positioning script will cause it to zap at least 10 meters 
away from its currently rezzed position in an attempt to reach its scripted offset coords relative to sim 
zero, which can easily make it just "disappear" by flying out of sight or burying itself under the terrain 
surface.  As long as it is SELECTED on rez, build positioning arrows can be used to easily recover it. Use of  
CTRL+ALT+SHIFT+5 causes SL terrain to disappear, permitting visual recovery of your item.  Use of the 
same key combo will toggle the terrain visible again.

Other than that, just go for it!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

A lot of healthy life energy went into designing this archery system.
Hope you find as much joy and pride playing with it as I did designing it.
Special thanks and credit to my friend, Seer Nemeth, for creating the
wonderful bow, arrow shaft, and arrow nock sculpties used in this system.

Enjoy!

Jean Severine
The Refuge
2010-06-08
Tha Kid's 69th Birthday!


